Elements of a Technical Report or Scientific Paper

If directed by publication or organization using your paper, follow their guidelines. Otherwise, use only as many of these elements (in this order) as you need.

	Title/cover page. Simple: researchers’ names, organization, title, date. 
	Abstract. Informative, very concise, one paragraph (can be a long paragraph). Entices reader to read the entire paper. Elements:
	Work performed.

Work’s objectives.
Work’s scope.
Major conclusions reached.
	Table of contents. 
	Every heading and page number to find headings. 
	Format headings using your word processor’s Heading Styles for headings to appear.
	Summary. Differs from abstract in that it is less abstracted from the body, but still very brief. A few hundred words, page or less. Need not include in very short reports (approx. less than 20 pages). Draws in readers short on time, but who are interested in topic as presented in abstract. Elements:
	Purpose.
	Rationale. 
	Goal.
Scientific/commercial objective.
	Research conducted.
	Methods.

Key results. Need not list them all.
	Introduction. As long as necessary, but do not cover specifics and details as you would in body. Need not include both this and summary in relatively short reports. Elements:
	Nature and scope of investigation.
Put into perspective the importance of the research.
Discuss findings from previous research and other pertinent literature, if possible.
State method of investigation.
Present key results of research.
	Literature review. List and discuss (as necessary) publications in the field at hand to provide readers with a background and, perhaps, opposing views for your research paper's investigation.
	Body. The core of the paper, where you detail the theory, project, work, etc. Outline procedures that the investigators used, apparatus, etc. so others can duplicate research to test or otherwise use in their work.
	Materials and methods. To enable others to duplicate your work, describe what equipment and other tools you used and how you performed the research.
	Figures. As appropriate, use graphics, charts, and so on to illustrate key elements of your report.
	Results. Present data, observations, and results along with discussion of meaning, significance, importance, and application of the of theory, project, work, and so on. 
	Principles, relationships, generalizations supported by results.
Note exceptions or issues and explain why these occurred.
Compare with other tests, experiments, etc.
	Conclusions and recommendations. Elements:
	Can be a series of numbered statements showing how results answered questions raised in stated purpose of research, or non-numbered (or non-bulleted) list of headings with brief descriptions. 
On basis of this, make recommendations about further research or how the item being studied might or should be applied, or how it must be addressed, or so on.
	Footnotes or end notes. To avoid loading up your paper with parentheticals and asides and stay focused, provide readers a way to view this extra information in an unobtrusive way.
	Nomenclature or glossary. List (alphabetically) symbols, units of measure, other special terms. You can include a glossary here, if short. Otherwise, split out the glossary.
	References. Bibliography listing literature and other research materials used in preparation of report.
	Appendixes. 
	Sample calculations.
Math and formulae.
Sets of measurements.
Calibration data (how you arrive at zero, or bottom, or top, etc.).
Computer code.
Anything else too lengthy to include in body or that might intrude.


